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locallocalhireistuehire issue raises many questions
by paul swetzofswelzofsweizof
for the tundra timestimes

many people representing state
government corporations unions
state employee associations and
others seem to be on a roll regarding
local hire

and yet questions need to be
asked regarding local hire the first
isis what isis ititait7 if you live inin a village
somewhere do you really care if the
stranger coming to your village to
take a job you may be qualified for
or can learn isis from anchorage
Jjuneauu neau or texastexas9

the closest thing to real local hire
in alaska seems to be the red dog
mine the big deal here isis that
NANA and comincocolinco have agreed
that 50 percent of the people hired
to work at the mine be residents of
the NANA region

this means of course that 50
percent dont have to be residents
of the region and this means that
the northwest arctic borough could
conceivably gain enough new voters
to kill inupiaq control of the NANA
region

another likely result isis that many
of the residents of the region may
do what so many others have done
which isis move into the region or
get a post office box inin order tto0
establish residency to get in on the
good economic times

so does local hire mean any
residents of the area regardless of
the time they have spent inin the area
should get the job

this isis precisely what the oil com-
paniespanics have done as they clamor to
pfarrppav&tpfavr& theirthoirchoir workers are

alaskaftsf7aiaskw
who are our friends on this issue

the oil companies refer to alaska
hire not local hire As we learned
during the pipeline construction
period villagers living immediately
next to the pipeline couldnt get jobs
making beds

state workers unions and
associations such as the alaska
public employees association brag
about the fact that their members
are alaskansalaskasAla skans not locals

those of us who have worked for
state government or have been here
for more than a month know the
numbers of people who have come
to alaska and gotten state jobs
because they get paid more here
than at similar jobs in their home
state

we have watched as APEA has
fought the concept that qualified
people should get points on the state
register for living in the local area
for speaking the language of the
local area and for having worked in
cross cultural situations

A good example of this practice
are fish technicians who work for
the alaska department of fish and
game counting fish these people
are hired off the register supposedly
for their knowledge

never mind the fact that they
cant identify a dog salmon from a
king under water they just count
away meanwhile some kid from
the local village who can tell what
type of fish is heading upstream
with one eye closed and from 100
feet cant get the job

and do we all remember the big
stink the state employees union
made when some public assistance
jobs were contracted out to local
people through manilaqmanilahManil aq

the legislature talks local hire as
though its a religion but legislators
who received heavy campaign con-
tributions from the oil companies
always manage to exclude the oil
companies and hide behind the guise
of the constitution and those that
really do fight for local hire really
mean alaska hire

to his credit gov steve cowper
has talked about local hire on occa-
sion in the true sense of the word

the trouble is its still just talk
I1 dont think we have any great

allies in this battle other than a few
of our local legislators such as
adelheid hermann fred zharoff
willie hensley kay wallis johne
binkley and a few others

whats the solution be creative
and come up with ones on your
own

I11 offer the following
strengthen native village

governments in order to be able to
contract out services to the village
council the ultimate local benefit

insist on local hire clauses on
all contracts which your village cor-
porationpo ration regional corporation and
local government let out

9 recall local leaders who dont

actively pursue local hire
Protprotestprotpstproopstpst vigorously when local

hire is not pursued
even though it runs against our

way of thinking refuse to provide
support services to outside workers
or hospitality of any kind 1 I1 know
this is tough

learn to do the jobs which may
be available inin your area and which
you have an interest inin

the only qualifier I11 would offer
isis that it be kept in mind that
sometimes the only person qualified
to do some jobs may be an outsider
that person should be treated as a
guest unless helie abuses his welcome

with perseverance respect and
hard work maybe we iancan overcome
this problem


